
With the Zomo Flightcase D-Live-2 NSE, you expand your DJ gear with a reliable partner that securely houses and

stylishly showcases your Denon DJ SC Live 2 DJ controller. This high-quality flight case stands out for its robustness

and elegance, and it belongs to the trendy NSE series - Night Style Edition, which is known for its unique aesthetics

and durability.

As the ultimate protector for your DJ controller, the D-Live-2 NSE flight case takes on any challenge, whether you're traveling by car or

flying. These resilient cases are ready to face any challenge and keep your valuable equipment safe from the harshest stage

conditions.

Constructed from 9mm thick laminated plywood, this flight case offers an extra dose of stability. It withstands shocks, scratches, and

effortlessly meets the demands of touring life. Sturdy ball corners and particularly robust, black lacquered aluminum profiles complete

the durable construction and give the case an attractive and long-lasting aesthetic.

The handling of the D-Live-2 NSE flight case is incredibly easy. Before every performance, you can quickly and effortlessly remove

the lid and front panel, even when the DJ controller is still inside the case. You'll always be ready to go and can fully focus on your

performance.

The Zomo flight case not only excels in terms of practicality but also boasts an attractive appearance. The elegant NSE edition in

black immediately catches the eye and enhances your professionalism. The convenient butterfly latches ensure secure handling by

enabling easy opening and closing of the lid.

You can rely on high durability and optimal fit, providing your DJ controller with the space it deserves - safe, protected, and stylish.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Perfect fit: The Zomo Flightcase D-Live-2 NSE is tailor-made for the Denon SC Live 2 to ensure optimal protection and precision fit.

Your DJ controller is always safe and well-protected.

High-quality construction: The flight case is made of laminated 9mm plywood, guaranteeing a robust and durable structure. It

withstands both shocks and scratches.

Additional protection with interior padding: Interior padding protects your DJ controller from damage and unwanted influences,

providing a secure and protected storage space.

Quick and easy access: The lid and front panel of the flight case can be quickly and easily removed, even when the DJ device is still

inside the case. Ideal for quick access before and after performances.

Elegant and eye-catching design: The Zomo flight case captivates with its elegant design in the black NSE edition, drawing all

attention and emphasizing your professionalism as a DJ.

Robust butterfly latches: They ensure a secure closure of the flight case while remaining easy to use. They also offer the option to

attach an optional lock for additional security.

Transport-friendly: Integrated handles make it easy and comfortable to transport the flight case.

High lifespan: The flight case's sturdy ball corners provide additional protection against shocks and vibrations, contributing to its high

lifespan.

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Weight 11.3 kg

Exterior dimensions 716 (width) x 483 (depth) x 206 (height) mm

** The devices shown and/or mentioned in the photos are NOT included!

Laptop shelf included No
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Suitable devices Denon DJ SC Live 2
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